"Enclosed is a money order for fourteen dollars to cover another year's subscription to the best damn club in the world!"  
(Ron Musco, Windsor, CT)

ON THE INSIDE

- APRIL FOOL!
- More of Gregg Calkin's veries

NEW MEMBERS

* George G. Duckworth, 52 Erie Ave., Apt. 19; Rutherford, NJ 07070
* Charles A. Wolff, 4911 Proctor Rd., Castro Valley, CA 94546
* Neil Dickerson, 426 State St., Sharptown, MD 21861
* Raymond Arruda, 6 Wilbur Ave, No. Dartmouth, MA 2747
Sgt. Norman Harbison, TUSLOG DET. 94, Box 2647, APO New York, NY 09324
* Stephen C. Bell, 4 N. Highland Ave., Mt. Vernon, IL 62864
* William Martyn Madeley, 1801 Thornwood Lane, Northbrook, IL 60062
* Dale Whitehead, 2043 Fowler Ave., Omaha, NE 68110 (re-joins)
* Curne W. Chadwick, 3011 90th, 104th Ave., Omaha, NE 68110
* David S. Burns, 2137 Cunningham Dr., #102, Hampton, VA 23666 (re-joins)

RENEWALS

Hayes, Penn, Blazek, Alissuskas, Franey, Russell, R. Wolf, G. Neal, R. Cooper, Barber, R. Nelson, Hauser, Hardester.

FLASH TIPS & SUCHLIKE

3/18: WTCL was on, hrd in much of the Northeast. WSAI was hrd by TRS, WNDB and WHLI were not. No reports on KHDN. Did note both WHLI & WNDB, but I can't recall who at the moment. No reports on KFCB-1380 for 3/22. 3/25: WJOE was on and WULB wasn't hrd in the Northeast.

WKIP-1450-NY will be conducting an f/c on 4/20 from 0020-0030 w/ both their non-directional day and directional night patterns for Cambridge Crystals. V/s is George Brooks, CE, info from Ron Musco.

Gary Timm of WYLO-540 reports that the 2/25 test received 35 reports, best from Clarence Freeman in CA. Next from Tucson. Tom Sundstrom received a verie from KWPM's DX TEST, which we'll hopefully run in an upcoming issue. Tom was furthest reporter. WERT test drew 21 reports, and the best one got the original verie from which all of the xerox copies for all the other reports were made. Congratulations, whoever you are, hi. WTCL got 22.

NOTES &c FROM NJPC

The ANARC convention will be held in Bloomville, NY on the campus of Concordia College July 5-6-7, $35 pays costs of registration, 5 meals, banquet. Room fees will be about $10 per nite. More stuff later.

We hope to have more details on the NRS's own Toledo Convention set for August 16-17-18. All members are invited, so make your plans now!!

HELP!!! Any of you out there who can type well are invited to volunteer to help HQ get some of our reprint masters re-typed. Several of them date back to when we were mimeo, and are on tan or pink or green paper, and as a result don't xerox too well. Send us a sample of your typing in your letter of volunteerment, hi.
PERU - We'll start this time with a list of the active Lima and Callao stations as noted during a recent trip to Peru by Dick Clark, Lighthouse Point, Florida.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radio Oriente Lima</td>
<td>560 kHz</td>
<td>SSRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Luz</td>
<td>590 kHz</td>
<td>Good music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Estrella del Sur</td>
<td>625 kHz</td>
<td>MoR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio del Pacifico</td>
<td>660 kHz</td>
<td>Gospel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio R P C</td>
<td>670 kHz</td>
<td>SSRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Aeropuerto</td>
<td>700 kHz</td>
<td>Good music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Mar</td>
<td>760 kHz</td>
<td>SSRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Victoria</td>
<td>780 kHz</td>
<td>Vals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio San Juan</td>
<td>800 kHz</td>
<td>Latin Soul, SSRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Libertad</td>
<td>820 kHz</td>
<td>Latin Soul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Nacional del Peru</td>
<td>854 kHz</td>
<td>MoR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Union</td>
<td>880 kHz</td>
<td>SSRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio El Sol</td>
<td>900 kHz</td>
<td>MoR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Moderno Central</td>
<td>930 kHz</td>
<td>SSRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Panamericana</td>
<td>960 kHz</td>
<td>Good music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Programa del Peru</td>
<td>985 kHz</td>
<td>SSRR, Novelas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio America</td>
<td>1000 kHz</td>
<td>SSRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Ondas Popular</td>
<td>1040 kHz</td>
<td>SSRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Exit 1060</td>
<td>1060 kHz</td>
<td>SSRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Nacional 1080</td>
<td>1080 kHz</td>
<td>Hayne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Musical</td>
<td>1100 kHz</td>
<td>MoR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Selecta</td>
<td>1130 kHz</td>
<td>Good music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Once Setenta</td>
<td>1160 kHz</td>
<td>Rock &amp; Roll (English)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Lima</td>
<td>1200 kHz</td>
<td>SSRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Mirafloros</td>
<td>1250 kHz</td>
<td>SSRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Atalaya</td>
<td>1300 kHz</td>
<td>SSRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio la Cronica</td>
<td>1350 kHz</td>
<td>Novelas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Excelsior</td>
<td>1360 kHz</td>
<td>Latin Soul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Callao</td>
<td>1400 kHz</td>
<td>Latin Soul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio San Isidro</td>
<td>1420 kHz</td>
<td>SSRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Inca del Peru</td>
<td>1470 kHz</td>
<td>MoR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Santa Rosa</td>
<td>1490 kHz</td>
<td>SSRR, MoR, Vals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Neloj</td>
<td>1520 kHz</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Barranca</td>
<td>1540 kHz</td>
<td>MoR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Independencia</td>
<td>1550 kHz</td>
<td>Latin Soul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Agricultura</td>
<td>1590 kHz</td>
<td>Hayne</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These two stations are now inactive.

1280 OBZLK Radio Revolucion
1440 OZXLK Radio Continente

New stations, changes, skeds, etc.....

AUSTRALIA The Minister of the Media has announced that 30 to 50 new medium wave stations are to be licensed for the ABC and commercial stations. These new stations will be broadcasting educational programs and for minority groups and should be on the air within a year. (NZRDXL)

TAIWAN AFNT was sked to increase power of 1570 kHz outlet to 10 kw late last year, and increase 1590 khs to 5 kw in the first half of 1974. (NZRDXL)

COLOMBIAN ELECTIONS ARE SKED FOR APRIL 21, LOOK FOR HJ'S AN ON MM APRIL 22.
Now some long wave info from Hank Holbrook, Chevy Chase, Maryland. Loggings were made at Fair Haven, Maryland, on Chesapeake Bay. Receiver used was a surplus National REL-2.

209 - MOROCCO Asial fair to good much of the evening. Logged from 2301 3/15 thru 0225 GMT 3/16. 2301-2310 all talk by a man which was probably AA and then into AA type ex w/singing (or chanting) and so on. Signals were often good but faded deeply at times to inaudible. Copied most of the above period without too much difficulty. Very little QRM from Beacon "EBB" Easton, Md. on 212 kHz. 2251-2300 (Metro, El.) This station was heard at times on Saturday evening, but very poor.

254 - ALGERIA (?): Probably Tipaza heard w/poor to fair signals on 3/15 from 2353 to 0000 s/off. All talking during this period by a man and woman appeared to be FF. Instrumental mix (march) at 2359 and carry off by 0000. Report sent. Below is list of stations verified by Hank during the 30s and 40s.

151 - WEST GERMANY Deutschlandfunk, rarely heard. Good DX catch as far as I am concerned.
155 - ROMANIA Easov, seldom heard. Good DX catch.
164 - FRENCH Allouis. Used to be, by far, the best TA station on 1W or 2W. At times in the 50s this station would be heard in mid-winter from 2100-0830 or 0900 L. Sometimes solid as a rock. If their signal was very good other TAs might make it.
173 - WEST GERMANY HIAS Manic, heard a number of times (I think this one is now off the air, AS far as I remember, the East Germans were quite upset about this stn. in the US.)
182 - WEST GERMANY Deutschlandfunk, One of the better heard TAs.
185 - EAST GERMANY Deutschlandsender heard from time to time.
200 - ENGLAND BBC Dorwich, heard at times but in a way tougher to log than the others as it was in EE and one had to send along a better report than to the foreign speaking stations.
218 - W/CBC Radio Monte Carlo heard a few times.
227 - POLAND Warsaw, a good DX catch.
233 - LUXEMBOURG A lot of beacon QM in the old days but sometimes well heard.
253 - COSTA RICA Tidal Cartago. For 250 wats this one really gets out. Only NA ECS station that I know of.
529 - ALGERIA One of the better heard TAs.
-SMITHLAND Beromunster, tough one to get here.

Hank is also working on a list of NW Becons verified by frequency, that he believes should not be completed later this year. If anyone wants a copy, drop a line to Hank at 7211 Chestnut Street, Chevy Chase, Maryland 20015.

From Bob Foxworth comes the info that his unil on 236 was likely Radio Luxembourg as time, program and language all fit. Has not been heard since January, just a SA once.

And now to MW, and whats being heard...

555 - ST KITTS ZIZ at fairly good readability Sat. evening 3/10 to 0140 w/enjoyable calypso program, Brief stint by man at 015945 and bit of BBC fill mix then usual TST w/mucho TVI. (Walt)
625 - COSTA RICA San Jose 3/18 0417 strong sig w/Latin radio, TC and drums.
626 - COSTA RICA TISREB San Jose 3/12 0356 ranging from poor to good depending on level of KMOX splash w/IA mx and many "Radio Capital de Costa Rica" IDs.
628 - PANAMA RoS22 Panama City 3/15 0200 w/surf, mostly on 1450.
630 - PANAMA RoS22 Panama City 3/15 0200 w/surf, mostly on 1450.
655 - EL SALVADOR YSS Radio National, El Salvador. This may have fooled someone on 3/11 around 0600 as was weak but still in FA in fairly good condition. Went across the hour at 0600 without ID, I initially thought I had Aamin, Spanish vocals but freq was not 656 but 655, logged 155 w/Genilene slogan and Salvador ID at 0013 3/15. Aamin has not been logged here since November 2002 when was earlier than now. (Foxworth)

665 - UNID 3/21 O000-0300. Looped 85 degrees, non-stop mix 0200-0240, I think. Could have been voice though there were deep, low fades of 1-2 mins. Mix was weird during that time w/flutes and drums in abundance, plus a soprano w/Eastern type singing that appeared to be neither Oriental nor Arabic. After 0230 was more conventional. Female announcer at 0300, language unknown, too weak then. No IS. Doubt Syria due to being. Perfect for Reunion, HU. Gone by 0305. (Hoffman) No info on anything new here, Rob, (Ed)
725 - SURINAM SBS Paramaribo 3/18 0655-0740 w/unknown language, perhaps DD. Appeared to be two men alternating at the microphone. Stable signal, but would intermittently break up into noise over the entire 45 mins. (Forth)
730 - COLOMBIA HUKO Bogota 3/18 0850-0855 w/long political ad and soft mix after, ID as Radio Melodia. (Glassean)
760 - PUERTO RICO WORA noted w/K2R 0640-0655 3/19. No positive ID but many mentions of Mayaguis in spots. (Falconer)
780 - USA CBE WMN ID at 0350 st. (W/BW, FM. KQSK)
818 - MOROCCO Had a nice sig 0520 3/1 w/usual type chanting. A good clean tape for sheet file obtained. (Foxworth)
820 - ST. LUCIA Radio Caribbean. Castries ID in FF made it weakly o/HASS on 3/17. (Falconer)
824 - GUATEMALA & EL SALVADOR Paramaribo 3/17 0415 on 1450, good sig, was weird during that time w/announcing that they would carry the SS broadcasts of the LA Dodgers, so this means that KNCH-1300 will no longer have them. XEMID IDs as Radio 95, (Glassean)
826 - BURMA BBC Bangong good level at 1530 w/DD during light mix program in FF.
828 - NIGERIA IUN w/off followed by anthem, strong 3/18 0500. (Falconer)
830 - MEXICO XHBBX 3/18 0315 w/instrumental versions of familiar hymns. Good level, but did not stick for ID. (Glassean)
832 - ANGOLA OCBZ 20-20 at tune in 0035 3/17 (Saturday PM), 25 w/mm, in FM in WW/ID just prior to 0100. Strong popmatt of ms, some indigenous African drum beating and cosmopolitan fare. ID is light but I believe it was newspaper. (W/BW, FM. 20-20) It was good over an hour audio surfaced about 20 minutes and was good about 3 or 4. OM had voice which sounded like he was saying "cheese" thru yards of cloth of the same name; i.e. fairly gravel throtted. I was happy even if he wasn't. (Forth)
834 - DOMINICA CONH Radio Beloj 0/071 w/ID and into LA mx, good sig.
836 - COSTA RICA TISREB San Jose 3/12 0356 ranging from poor to good depending on level of KMOX splash w/IA mx and many "Radio Capital de Costa Rica" IDs.
838 - MEXICO XEUK Guadalajara, Jal. 3/23 0300-0315 through local RDS w/"Ventana de Espana" show - ID's: 900. Noted previously, but first time I could log at 0415. (Forth)
840 - HONDURAS XHGF El Paraiso 3/12 0403 not particularly strong, but QRM no problem here, many "Radio Paraiso" IDs. (Forth)
842 - DOMINICAN REPUBLIC KBB Santo Domingo w/off 0657 3/10, Radio Mil ID as well. KBB ID, "Mexico Locarios" repeated over and over. Then anthem. (Forth)
844 - SOUTH AFRICA Hairy Radio Hairy, Genetic Dancers, the name; as far as I can tell it's a really good repeater. (Calkin, Pakistan)
846 - MEXICO XEKK Guadalajara, Jal. 3/23 0300-0315 through local RDS w/"Ventana de Espana" show - ID's: 900. Noted previously, but first time I could log at 0415. (Forth)
848 - ENGLAND BBC Radio One w/election commentary at 1745. (Calkin, Pakistan)
850 - COSTA RICA TISREB San Jose 0535 0315 fair sig w/Latin mx and LA ancr. (Forth)
852 - DOMINICAN REPUBLIC WDOS Santo Domingo w/off 0657 3/10, w/surf, somewhat static, weak QRM.
854 - MEXICO XEUK Guadalajara, Jal. 3/23 0300-0315 through local RDS w/"Ventana de Espana" show - ID's: 900. Noted previously, but first time I could log at 0415. (Forth)
856 - MEXICO XERJ Reynosa, Tamps. 3/25 1155-1230 w/spur, mentioning that they were having problems. Sports to 1205, then regional mixture, 1390 a real mess with wandering New Mexican still on high side, and this on low side. (Glassean)

THERE'S STILL SOME GOOD DX TO BE HEARD. GIVE IT A TRY, AND REPORT YOUR CATCHES!
Also noted brch News ending 0810, has no confirmns perhaps new high power. 3/18 hop show.

NCR's set before 1000-1015 carrier noted, loop indicates just a shade south of due east. No audio of a recognizable sort, but carrier quite stable. Who could it be Saba? (Gleason) Saba the only place that has been recently reported, but I think there is also a Hu here. (Ed)

ALASKA Stn here noted quite strong 0630/0635 30 MHz northerly and 0645 verbally on 120 kHz. No heard. (Bailey) I stayed with it, and sure enough, OC back on (with same strength as before). 0627 and on 0630 into Chak and East is Ed, identical to that heard on Sinkiang-1214. Resumed harmonic after that. 1214 has nearly as good a sig, both 1214 and 1457 quite a bit weaker now. (Foxworth)

ENGLAND 10/55 carrier on different one. 1456 and 1430 at different times. (Gleason)

DOMINICA Cotonou 2254 2/11 and several subsequent nites. March sxn sounded like "Glory, Glory Hallelujah" played by drum and bugle corps; then YL W/F ID, 1A, and s/off. Cut carrier 2302. Peaked 70 db, 8 hrs SH. (Bailey) I doubt this could still be heard at s/off this late in the year but might be worth checking. (Gleason) Perhaps new high sxn.

MEXICO XEKK Ciudad Frontera, Cohs. 3/18 0212 (11:12) hit the sun set before 8/12 PM local time) W/D as "La Romantica" which makes a new slogan for them. (Gleason)

MEXICO XEQZ Agua Prieta, Sonora, 3/13 0146-0200 WSJ and EE rock (Jungle Boogie, etc.) and ads for stores. Allis. I had noted the set for a week and was the TI heard. Local sxn on 1456 had good strength, very poor modulation. Has been stable on this freq for about 10 days. (Foxworth)

COLOMBIA HJUT Radio Minuto, Barranquilla 3/18 0705-0710 W/stable sxg and many ID's, tropical and romantic sxg. (Gleason)

UNID 1456 2/28 tapped cxn for weak language 60 db at times. Trunichi (on 1525) in English for a while on 60 db. Lingus arise! (Bailey)

CHINA (Tentative) 3/23 2340-2355 I say maybe because bearing was off at 325 degrees and Sinkiang has always been 22 degrees. More like RR programming than Peking, but certainly. Up to 77 for 3 mins at 2348 by chorus w/martial type singing on them, which is a la Peking. But language resembles RR which could be possible. I should have checked elsewhere - could have been 1527. (Hoffman) ** Week sxn noted here 3/19 2340-2350 w/mix w/unid language w/deep fades. Station abruptly disappeared about 2350. Could have been TI but didn't sound like SS. Carrier noted here 3/20 and 3/21 also but V/F made it impossible to hear. (Falconer)

UNID 3/29 2325-0015 same bearing (128°) as 1525. Weak and had a bit to try to keep up w/it, the most easily noticeable and was definitely RR type programming. Little sxg but sounded Eastern. No sign of any Europeans at all, no idea who it is, loop is far from deadly accurate but other stations that might have been on the radio. (Hoffman) Did you mean 1528 for freq box? I ask as 1528 is where the wandering RA has been reported by others. (Ed)

CUSTA RASA TIAS Ciudad Quesada tentative log w/SS announcer and Latin sxg, no no heard 0536/31. (Forth) = W/ Radio Cima ID w/SS 0950 3/18. (Falconer)

---

**TVI**

**MEXICO XEI Ciudad Habana, Cohs. 3/15 0730 W/mix ID and English news, 50 w/mix and 110 w/SS (Gleason)

---

**-THANI Voice of Asia, Ban Phrach W/OA relay from 0310 to 0430. Fair level. (Calkin, Pakistan)**
From Dave Gleason, some info about returns on reports to KFJ's. "In case anyone is curious about my returns on Mexican reports, here are some rough statistics based on 187 reports out 4 weeks or more. Average return on first letter seems to be right at the sky side of 3%, I sent out 178 f/ups representing 90 stations (some groups with as many as four unanswered) about 3 weeks ago, and have received almost 20% return on those already, and they are still coming in. I find also that a report in which I mention an unusual condition of reception gets good returns, as for example, stations that I mention as having been heard locally, or through very powerful domatics. All stations receive mint Mexican stamps, postcards and a personal letter. F/ups are also personal letters, with a photocopy (reduced in size) of the original report!"

The reporters for this issue...

Gregg A CALKIN - Islamabad, Pakistan
Jeff FALKONER - Clinton, Ont. Kenwood 5µ-7995, SM-1
Mark FORTH - Villa Park, Ill. K-1650, SM-1
Dave GLEASON - Scottsdale, Ariz. K-390A/QR, Sanserino loop
Bob HOPFMAN - Oceans City, N.J. K-1650, Sanserino loop
Keith MCHL - Des Moines, Iowa SM-69, SM-2
NIKROTE - New Zealand Radio DX Association

Again, let me remind you of the Colombian elections on April 21. Many H/S's will probably be on with returns on 10 or 12. Although many H/S's are already UN, some that don't normally remain on UN will probably be on. If contacts are decent, this will be an excellent chance to add some new ones.

That's all I have for this time. Next column in 2 weeks and I hope to have a good column. Let me leave you with my thought for the day: 821 '73 es DX

---

**BRITISH FORCES BROADCASTING SERVICE**

**CYPRUS - British Forces Post Office 53**

**TRANSMITTER TYPE** FSI750 AERIAL MAST

**EFFECTIVE RADIATED POWER** 25 W. K. WATTS

Thank you for your report concerning our transmissions on 33 Y.... Metres

3YK0. Jan... Miss covering the period 2/25 hrs to 2/25 hrs on.../A/FEBRUARY... 1973

The contents of your report have been checked with our Station Log for that period and found correct... May we take this opportunity of wishing you good luck and happy listening during 1974?

SENIOR ENGINEER

From the collection of Gregg Calkin whilst in London

---

** musicares of the members**

It's a time when DXers begin their showdown
And NBC farmers break into their hoedown
The weather gets warmer
And Old Man Static wins with his showdown!

**KIN ONYSCHEK - Blue Island, Illinois**

Hi again. Here is a Muse from the Sky Blue Island. DX: MM 2/25... I temporarily replaced #28 and missed two 1220 tests in WGN's SF, but I got a good signal from KOFO. Man & sent 'em a wire request. Also between 2 & 2:30 I called KDFK-1150 AM and a wire to get 20% return on those already, and they are still coming in. I finally called WGN-1060 and it was getting to be a company for a change. The 3/4 KEMP test was vg... very good?? -ERG in WGN null... Ye Olde Logbook was delighted to give the Voice of the Negro another competition in 4050 hz. Last night KM-3/11 in the NW was the only test that must have gone to sleep... no sign, just a weak distant WGN in background. I believe... I had a good 4050 on WJCL off. KTWO-1030 Wyo. WJCL talk at 1:30, in better than last time heard. Next door on 1020, I heard Skypevick signal of talk show WICN's KJL /5 off at 5/3. Logical choice was the first one, but a call to Moscow Moscow later on 4050 on pay phone was "no dice." Woman told me to give them our program which was a local station, and a very nice one.

---

**Dave GLEASON - 721 East Willshire Drive - Scottsdale, Arizona - 85257**

Hi! It's been a year so a report is due. I recently switched receivers from the SP-4 to the Harmonlund R500, and it has made a lot of difference in my DX. I can now get right in next to locals, while the SP-4 made it hard to do this on many frequencies. The Sanserino Loop has been invaluable also, & I have logged a number of stations through nearby locals while they were on the air. Total is now stand at 145/65, with 120 reports still out. Country total is 1 (Mexico) with 19 DX stations now logged. I have noticed local KXZQ-130 off a number of AMs of late, so perhaps they will stop AMing. KXXQ-500 has been noted testing a number of mornings, and last MM-3/11 they were not on 2000; same time. They may be getting the new 1500W rig going soon, as the power for a long time has been under 500W. Summer static was noted here 3/13 for the first time, so the season seems to be ending here in the desert.

Ps- I always enjoy the Musings section, although I never seem to have much to report myself... it's the part of DX NMS that keeps the club a club part of the NRC alive, and gives that personal touch to the hobby... I know everyone appreciates NRC's work. (Thank you, Dave we surely hope so!! -ERG)

**GLEN HAUSER - 620 North Husband - Stillwater, Oklahoma - 74074**

Here's a report on the Feb. 11 DX TEST run by WOQ-1000, Muskingum, Ohio. Manager Paul E. Potocki is an enthusiastic DXer himself, currently most active in TV DX...

Daytime power of 1,000w, much more, from 690 kHz & frequent IDs were employed during the 12 hours, hotel being the only power. Of the 125 reports received, they were all good, detailed ones. Most distant was Kansas City, Olathe, Kansas, and no closer. Also reporting were Robert Hauser, Chicago; and Len Krause, Dubuque, Iowa. As the arranger, I was particularly pleased that the WOQ added a new station to Len's already immense log.

Three of the reports were on NRC stationery; all different versions, and one on ISDC.

Paul says he would like to run more TSSN every quarter, so you might express your interest to him & indicate whether you feel the -ERG...
suffer the least WM, as we surmised. By the way WM is about to have a sister FM station, WMQX-90.3, for which DX reports will also be very welcome. A meteostation DX TIPP might materialize there during the August Perseids.

TIM KERFOOT - 34 Cross Street - Weston, Ontario - MNR 2595

Two new catches to report. 3/29 WFBM-980, 1590-9:13am., 3/30 WPL-1580, 7:57pm, surfaced just long enough for ID but no report. Confirmation received on WMQX-90.3. TIPP, WMB-970 ( CISN-970 confirmed).

Thanks to Jerry Osborne for informing me that my WFMQ-1170, CBG, is on the air. Yet CBG's negative reply nevertheless does indicate how little the CBG knows about its own relay. There is still no sign of 3PP-1170 moving to 1580, contrary to the latest Domestic Log update. I hope the move does come, because I have been waiting for a clear shot at WMQX, which should be audible here daily.

John Colfield - 34-1004 St. Joseph Street - Edmonton, Alberta - 780 880

Only real DX was 2/7, 2:05-11am., CKPG-550 WP & ID..tapied both the CSR & CBR IDs and nuthow over YMO/CPR. These on the longwave. My best of this year is the Anguilla DX, which I first IDed after re-listening to the tape. I noted 2WS in during the same time. A couple of days ago I also got the TIRR, along v/a also ZQX-780. Canadian stuff: Cjock-1200 applies for a second turn at Newmarket, 1970, 7,000 & local studio. Local CKC-1550 wants IDs. At night with CCFP/KDK/KRO here, 35 miles away. CCFP-700 B.C. wants to get into the twin thing with twin-1200 McMinnville, B.C., but CCFP-20 has already mentioned to the CFC that they want to expand there soon. Anyway, another B.C. twin soon. The CCFP wants some local programs for small towns but won't give away a fulltime license to a small town. This reason for some may swing, like CFC-1570 B.C., only a few miles from CHUB-1570 (re Jim C.'s question). If the CFC were the FCC we would see 55 stations in Victoria, B.C., which would then compete to Fresno's 15 (Victoria is bigger than Fresno). Well, as they say at NTCO: "Bad & Happy Streaming!".

Daryl Beaudry - Box 255 - Swan River, Manitoba

I thought I'd contribute what little I have been hearing since the last time for what it's worth. First off, reading a little note in the paper that CFN-950 has been granted the construction of a station in the Pas, probably will be /FPR. I don't know why they need one as CFN-950 is heard well here and the Pas is 406 miles closer. Oh well, I guess that's progress. Also CKC-1230 & CFN-1250 will form to carry the RFM network. Two DX. Since last time, KCON-950 very weak at times, a test run but not a recording, HA ID. At night with CCFP/KDK/KRO here, 35 miles away. CCFP-700 B.C. wants to get into the twin thing with twin-1200 McMinnville, B.C., but CCFP-20 has already mentioned to the CFC that they want to expand there soon. Anyway, another B.C. twin soon. The CCFP wants some local programs for small towns but won't give away a fulltime license to a small town. This reason for some may swing, like CFC-1570 B.C., only a few miles from CHUB-1570 (re Jim C.'s question). If the CFC were the FCC we would see 55 stations in Victoria, B.C., which would then compete to Fresno's 15 (Victoria is bigger than Fresno). Well, as they say at NTCO: "Bad & Happy Streaming!".
Interesting to me.

Note

On 3/16, my radio family...
And, of course, through like a pattern, - it's Mr. D's magic - we have nightly savings, and you can enjoy the best of the shows and the talent, just as the station cares. Well, there's a new one now - a Bob Foxworth show, and we all hope he'll be a success. And, of course, through like a pattern, - it's Mr. D's magic - we have nightly savings, and you can enjoy the best of the shows and the talent, just as the station cares. Well, there's a new one now - a Bob Foxworth show, and we all hope he'll be a success.
Welcome back to New Paper 3/19 as On WCW CEM 8/7 in 1955 but WCTM 8/30 seems +I410 to have info if they are extended or not too good a DX there. My W/very local port: 16 s/on copy on top. I forgot the Berlin-170 TEXT, but they probably would have been next to impossible with the blaring signal of CKW. On 1560, unm CSQ very good + 2 juft before s/off. On WIDE-1250 led that channel @ 2120, and this is a seldom-head on. I was looking for WIDE, w/CWIM. On 1060, thanks to Ian Merriman's great section, I logged the new (7) Venezuelan "VQ-1050, A Universal" in Manassas, quiet WFTC, and report is on the way - it now costs 21/2 ¼ ounces for South American airmail, aged. The two Reloj 1100 Colombians were quite strong today. I heard "the Yellow Ribbon" in SS @ 3123 from one of them. And, a week later on 1560 turned out to be last week's "thrusting line" WCW, with an ID @ 4130 hfs. They were playing light music, sounded like the Patridge Family. 3/19, SS, on 1570, a very hot spot, with WFTC & WTQ both having religious music & talks @ 7-11P - WFTC goes off a few minutes earlier, like 7120. WAW has no old (friend) of mine, Dr. Carl McInvire, with an Oakland address. Then @ 7120 pm, DX came to an end as I tripped over my exploration & buzzed the wires in it - it's a long cord because they're stereo aphones & have to plug into another cord to work, or else you hear only in one phone! And, I have no loudspeaker on my Hu-180! Woe is me! CUN 21.
Sorry gang, after last DDXX went into the mail I remembered that I forgot to list RTH. It's Rich Eddie of St. Louis as most of you should have guessed.

C's

HEARD IN FEB::
3rd. MM WHSC 1450 (Foxy) 4th. MM KAMA 1060 w/ 1K TT (dm)
3rd. Thur WEAS 900 (GF)

HEARD IN MARCH::
1st. MM WYTR 680 (JMP) 2nd. Sat. WHIS 1440 w/ 400 & 800 Hz. TT (CGB)
3rd. MM WHOL 1600 w/ 1000 Hz. TT (ELK) kWLA 1530 w/ 1000Hz. TT RUT ran 15 min. late (JS & DS) KEKE 1340 w/ 1000 Hz TT (IWD) WDGC 1430 w/ 1K TT (JMP-IWD-DS) WPDR 1550 w/ Orgainiz JDJ-DS) WHSC 1450 (JMP & Foxy)
KWYX 1580 w/ 1000 Hz. TT (SS)
3rd Sat. WKIG 1580 w/ Dixieland (JS & GP) WHQV 1580 w/ Organiz (JS-GEF-ELK)
4th. MM KAMA 1060 w/ 400Hz. TT (IWD) KELE 1440 w/ 1K TT (IWD-GP)

Possible additions/change::
DS Hrd., WKDO 1560 on a f/c 2nd. Wed., in March 0200-0210 w/ 1K TT, JS (others noted) use KM100 f/c seems to have moved from 3rd. MM to the 2nd. MM.

F/S stuff not heard in March:: All by myself & GF
1st. Fri. WPFG 1360--WPFG 090 (IWD)
3rd. Thur WHOL 1490--WTRY 1200--WINT 1200--(IWD) WEAS 900 (GF). Note: The WEAS f/c was heard per list in Feb., but not in March.
4th. MM WHIS 1240--WBC 1210--WCLI 1550--WZAS 1370--WOCR 1500--WHIN 1150 changes (IWD)

New ALR granted program authority:
1151 WORL M. Rainelle
1153 WBII CA. Beach Bay
1362 KZIQ CA. Ridgecrest

Application denied:: KFBR 900 AK denied move to 920 (as expected)
Applications granted:: 1450 IA Lews City 1,000 1,000 DA-2 (U-4)
1300 LA Shreveport 500 D (D-1)

Call letter actions::
1440 KDKW WA--Spokanne--seeks KXXR
960 WHQV WA--Staunton-except WAPC
1270 KFBR ND--Bismark-except WAGN
1340 KQOU SD--Rapid City-except KRSD

GP extremum::
1190 WAMB TN to 6/7/74
1330 WXWU MO to 6/1/74

Canadian actions::
GRANT: 1400 ON Kenfrew w-1 1,000, 250 (Overlooked this week back.)
Possible change: Info here sez CPEK 1240 RC is now U-3 1,000 500, 0...
Get a mess of applications but these will be some time in coming in.

6200 PQ Rimouski 10,000 5,000 DA-1 (U-3) FD
6300 NB Woodstock-CUJJ 10,000 1,000 DA-2 (U-4)
1000 PQ Rimouski 10,000 10,000 DA-2 (U-4) FF
1190 PRI Charlottetown 10,000 10,000 DA-N (U-2) EE
1230 PQ Maniwaki-CBON requests move from 1340, same facilities
1280 PQ Matane-10,000 10,000 DA-1 (U-3) FF
1360 PQ Ste-Marie De Beauce-10,000 5,000 DA-1 (U-3) FF

Before the changes noted by reporters a note on the "Scott Ross Show". This is SM's unit on 1450 MHz as noted in latest issue's section. It's a syndicated Rock-Religion show from FRIEVEILLE, NY, and it gives several mentions of phone numbers 607-347-6101 or such. Is on about 100 stations, mostly in the Midwest.

Now changes noted by reporters::
1280 WSSO LA is NSF (TM)
1490 WQLX MI is AN-7 (TM)
WMAA OH is AN-7 w/ WOLFS JACK (TM)

Foxey reports::
970 WQDD NJ per BILLBOARD is now silent 0100-0500 daily (0100-0500 on weekends) for "economical reasons". They are indeed off then leaving CRCE with powerful signals over WWSF nightly. One "economical reason" is over 15 engineers, understand they may soon go religious (JWJ)
1290 WQII NY Now has 0000 s/off, Hrd, couple times thru WICE-WMDF w/ short s/off annct., right at 0000, weak here nights, strong days.

And the great ELK gets a VERIE: This from WMT 1350 saying "we reduce to 250 watts for critical hours", suggest this addition to the log.

More changes from the FCC group. As usual Jerry finds more stuff at work just as I finish the section. Authorized to start operations:
340 KEFL UT Delta.--1530 WBCW PA Jeanette.--1590 WHNY NC Clayton
The 1270 Charleston, Mich. CP finally applied for the call WVOY

Application from 1340 KCCY AZ to change to SH & s/off 10PM (EST) daily.

Final actions::
950 WQFJ MA granted move of xmr.
1240 WQFJ FL (POXY) granted 1,000 watt day.
1370 WMPF WV granted initial decision to go to 5,000 days
1330 WQTL GA granted a new auxiliary transmitter.

MORE CP EXTEND::
810 WQYX MI from 7/1/74--1330 WQXK MI to 5/1/74--1340 WQTC IN to 5/22/74
And finally a million grants for presumes authority. While on this subject I should mention the FCC & CRTC are about to approve such presumes operations on Canadian Clearers by US station.
850 WOCU GA 12 watts
940 WNRQ VA 398 watts
1050 WNRQ NY 500 watts
1110 WQCG LA 230 watts
1150 WQFM LA 13.7 watts
1190 WQCI NY 350 watts
1230 WMLT WA 500 watts
1410 WQCI LA 250 watts
1430 WQAM PA 350 watts
1450 WQAM PA 350 watts
Finally one last mention: WTCN 1070 OH (Warren...not Oberlin) is 500 watts. Strange I never noted the 1,000 watts listed in the log. Think was power of old WIND CP here but antenna problems caused drop to 500.

sunset & evening

680 WQNG GA 3/5 Hrd, 1943 with volume passage then s/off, no SSB (dm)
800 WISHIO LA 3/18 Fair 2014 w/ s/off after C/WNIR, (JDF)
590 WABO MS 2/28 Hrd, at end of s/off annct. no SSB 1945 (dm)
800 WQMR LA 2/28 Auto show promo, local ads, etc, 1931 (dm)
1050 KJPL LA 2/26 Hrd, 1935 w/ local Mir, Mir close, & local activities (JWJS)
1070 WYFO NC 3/6 Got full ID at 1930 in s/off annct. (BW)
1080 WQRG GA 3/3 s/off, nx, WQ, JX, & ID 1930-1932 after WQSP off (BW)
1080 WAOF MI 3/3 s/off hrd, very weak 1944, then SSB (BW)

1120 WQST NY 3/17 Way on top 1944 w/ s/off annct. (JWSS)
1130 WQNM PA 3/11 Killing WQCW at 1915 w/ s/off annct. (JWJ)
WMAA PA 3/21 This or WOCW 1930-1940 then gone (JWJ)

1140 CH NS 3/2 Hrd, again w/ inland wx 2303 to 230945 then suddenly gone. Seemed late pattern change. Was a C/T/WRA w/ fair signal at this time. Also my previous report on this was for 2/10-11, not 11-13 (I type less as I get 'em--JWJ)
1250 WQCM CT 5/16 Hrd, s/off 1900 mutual or "temporary emergency power of 500 watts and a nondirectional antenna" Should we mist to NJ at s/off if this keeps up (POXY).
1510 WJAC TN 3/11 noted s/off 0200, no SSB (CGB)
1520 Unid ?? 3/11 caught SSB 0300, then gone, nothing else heard, no WKNW, is this KOMA? (CGB) Shoo-nuff is (JS)
1530 Unid ?? 3/11 alone on freq 0245 w/ez mx, little talk, stumped 0300 by ETs on 1520 & 1540, any ideas? (CGB) Most likely it is KEDJ, (JS)
+1546 KQEL IA 2/25 noted s/off and SSB 0200, log change (CGB)
1560 WAGC AL ID on ET 3/16 0104, then religious mx and off, back 0114 w/distorted audio, but good ID 0121, bad het from 1562 Swiss but fairly good copy (Foxy) Let me know if this one comes thru w/a verie (JS)
WCBL WI 3/16 on ET/TO/OC 0104-0108, good signal (ELK) 3/16 ET/TO/IX 0200-0400, + was no show on 2/25 IX (JS) 3/16 ET/IX/OC/TO 0158-0215 w/ ID 0200, good even w/WKNX on and KQST starting ET 0201 (DS)
KCAD TX 3/10 noted on PoP w/TT 0201-0230 w/CBL/WRKO, ID 0295 and 0210 (DS) 3/16 ET/TO/OC announced as PoP 0503-0520+ (JS)
WTAI FL 3/10 heard 0615 w/temp and ID as "All Country Melbourne Radio" then CW mx, FT 3/11 (CGB) 6151
WRIN IN 3/10 poorly 0700 in mess during s/on (CUB)
1570 WSLC SC 3/11 w/location and call 0530 in s/on w/SSB, then lost to WPTS a/on 0560 (CGB)
WTTK NC 3/10 strong w/0600 a/on "Most powerful signal in Alexander County" then CW (CGB)
WTCO OH 3/18 heard 0110 w/155 watt weak u/XRF, didn't catch later (JS) 3/16 DX 0108 w/CW ID, quite good anter 0115 then KRF in CKLM null (DS) 3/18 DX nice o/a CKLM w/regular power, way under on FSA w/CW IDs and TT 0100-0125 (JDP) 3/18 DX heard 0125 w/voice ID and CW IDs, fair (KDF) 3/18 DX w/CKLM at 0120 w/"3001" and TT, ID 0125, CW 0123, ID 0130 (RM) 3/18 DX weak thru CKLM, only TT 0106, fair ID 0127 then warbling the strong ID 0131 and nothing else, announced as Warren the DXN said Oberlin, isn't WORL their call? Is CHIO the 3rd station here? (Foxy) If you heard RR, it was CHIO. Yes, gay WTCO is really in Warren, for some unknown reason, HQ listed it as Oberlin. Your guess as good as mine why, maybe RR has some correction fluid left over for kicks (JS) 3/18 DX very good 0116-0130 w/CKLM QRN, many IDs, voice and CW (JF)
+ CPOR ON 3/18 noted s/off 0103 in WTCO Null during DX (MB)
1560 WPGC MD 2/20 ET w/ID 0049 after TT period a/CR3 et al, strong (Foxy)
WCLE GA 3/1 w/MM and ID 0458, alone on freq, log wex off MX to 0500 exchange (CGB) Their s/mom seems to vary between 0400-0500 on MX, very unpredictable (JS)
KNAY CA 3/18, I must be the last to hear them w/gospel mx 0350, station address given 0355, ID 0400 (GPU)
1590 WJSO TN 3/11 only heard call during 0601 a/on thru the mess (CGB) 1600 WUNR MA 2/16 entering up WRRL 0121, in soul/H&B, very confusing, shows up behind 'RL at times too (Foxy)

End of DDXD, now the names of those people who participated in some small way to the entertaining things you have just been amazed by:

CONTRIBUTORS AND THEIR EQUIPMENT:

OK, you guys, we just found out what "SM" means; watch it! That's it for another DDXD, many thanks for all our supporters. And to those WKNXers who don't contribute to DDXD: Prittii! Marken, do I hear it? Yes! Yes, the Great Cosmic Mellotron of Truth playeth again, falling sweet unto mine ear playing the national anthem of Pera, I must go now but DDXD will return, always remember that. C U N Two Weeks. (JS)

73 and God Bless, 913 all!

Wesley and Jerrie

Profound revelation number one: Even if you don't like pickles, remember, it's the only thing you can do with cucumbers. (If it's raining this must be Titusville) Dresil

377 Effie Mae Calk / Coastal Galley, Florida 3314

CONTRIBUTORS, PART TWO
TM: Tom McCormick, W. Lafayette, IN, equipment stolen
JMP: Jim Peterka, Yardley, PA, H200Q, SM
DS: Dave Schmitt, New Castle, DE, H160, SM
BW: Bruce Winkleman, Men, WV, A2313, SM
RM: Wesley Boyd, Girard, OH, H150, loop of unusual dimensions
JS: Jerry Starr, Hubbard, OH, H2180, loop, longwire, Nern 821 tuner
CMS: Clem M. Sphincteralgia, Elkhartvilles, OH, H1629
JS: Jacques Stropp, Sackville, NB, SX830, SM

You will note a couple stations are in both this and the CP list itself. This is due to the program testing grant to these. Thusly they may well be on the air by the time this is published. As in the other list, info from members is appreciated.

CP's in previous list, now on the air--4/5/74--

550 WKSQ OH Gincinametti 1450 KLQ UT Ogden
570 CHEK BC Cranbrook 1470 CPQX BC Pointe Claire
580 WKSQ NC W. Jefferson 1500 CPQX MI Winipeg
610 CJXO NF Grand Bank 1490 C77 MB Cross Lake
790 CFAB AB Camrose 1500 CKAY BC Duncan
800 CB94 ON Thunder bay 1500 WDCW PA Jequette
910 CJXO NF St. John's 1500 WFPY NC Clayton
1130 WRRL WV Rainelle 1500 KBAI CA Morro Bay
1150 WPUR MS Bay St. Louis 1450 KBB OF Summerdale
1190 WPUP MS Bay St. Louis 1460 KBB OF Gulfport
1350 C77 NF Gander 1450 WDCW PA Jequette
1430 WRRH BC Parksville 1500 WDCW PA Jequette
1380 WRRD FL Orlando Beach 1450 WDCW PA Jequette

Listed as initial decisions last time, that are now on the air
540 K?? UT Delta 1470 KWIN OK Vinton

Note: Omission of calls in the above doesn't mean such doesn't exist.